[Development of technology, of rheological and biopharmaceutical properties of new gel].
The purpose of this research is the development of technology for preparation of hydrogel Glysotrical and study its rheological and biopharmaceutical characteristics. Based on gel-forming chitosan, PEG-400, glycerol and Tween-80 a new composition of hydrogel - Glysotrical was developed. Rheological properties of Glysotrical, as well as biopharmaceutical properties of artificial (cellophane) and natural membrane (chicken and pork skin) were investigated by dialysis. Rheological properties of different concentrations of chitosan solution and gel Glysotrical prepared on their basis were studied. It was determined that gel derived from the 5% solution of chitosan meets the technological requirements (pH-5,5-6,0, melting point-75,0±1,07°C, dynamic viscosity - 890,6 ± 3,57 cps). Rheological properties of the hydrogel Glysotrical, prepared on the basis of a multi-component composition in different temperatures (20, 40, 60°C) were identified. It was found that shear of helium drug (458 H/m2, 355 H/m2) at 20° and 40°C is lower, and the value of dynamic viscosity (912spz, 602spz) higher than that of chitosan gel; the hydrogel is stable at 20° and 40°C. High kinetic activity of hydrogel with Tween-80 is observed. During 5 hours membrane maximum quantity of routine diffusion from helium mass into dialysate in cellophane is 57,54 ±0,51%; in normal skin chicken - 20,04±0,55%; in the skin of chicken treated with 2% citric acid - 23,14±0,45%; normal pig skin - 12,64±0,09%; in the skin of pigs, treated with acid - 15,08± 0,11%. The study showed that the gel Glysotrical at 10-22°C is maintained for 2 years. Physico-chemical, rheological, technological and biopharmaceutical research showed that 4% gel Glysotrical was good in treatment of dermatological diseases.